THE FRONT BAR

Colin O’Toole
Meet him at the ‘Best Bar In The World’
Colin O’Toole has reason to be happy, his family’s pub in Bray, Co Wicklow, has
just been named the ‘Best Bar in the World’ by the Lonely Planet Guide – an
incredible accolade when you consider the extent of his global competition. So
what’s so brilliant about this small Irish pub that just beat every other bar on the
planet? On a windswept afternoon NIGEL TYNAN travels to Bray to discover what
the fuss is all about.
n Colin O’Toole awoke earlier this month to frenzied

messages from his brother Mark who lives in the USA. For
their family’s pub, The Harbour Bar in Bray, was on the front
page of the American daily USA Today having been named
the ‘Best Bar in the World’ by the Lonely Planet Guide. Colin
wondered was he dreaming, however one quick internet
check later revealed that something momentous was indeed
taking place, for The Harbour Bar was also the lead story on
the homepage of IrishCentral.com and messages of support
had started flooding The Harbour Bar’s Facebook page.
Could this really be happening?
‘It was amazing, we just couldn’t believe it. We knew they
had been in here when they were doing a poll of bars but
we’d no idea – in fact we’d never have dared guess we’d
win such a global event,’ says Colin, ‘when you consider the
sheer amount of bars in the world, well, it’s a great testament
to my father’s legacy and to our customers.’
Colin O’Toole’s mother, Maureen, along with this uncle,
Paul, own the bar while Colin has worked in the bar from
an early age. ‘I taken time-out periods when I studied or
travelled, but I’ve always come back home to this bar, it’s in
my blood.’
So, how did it happen, or perhaps the better question is
why? What is the appeal of this small bar that faces the Irish
sea? How has it managed to beat the great and mighty bars
of the world? Simply put – character, The Harbour Bar is all

about character. It has oodles of character, in fact it almost
overpowers you with character – but in a very good way.
In the same family since the 1930s, present owner Colin is
the third generation of the O’Toole family to make his living
running the pub. Being named the ‘Best Bar in the World’
– the Lonely Planet Guide also named The Harbour Bar the
number one ‘Off The Beaten Track’ pub as part of their yearly
‘Great Bars of the World’ competition – may have came as
a surprise to Colin, but for his large base of regulars it’s a
fitting tribute to what is a truly unique Irish den. ‘We’ve always
taken pride in offering a wide and varied set of entertainment
to everybody within a unique traditional setting,’ he says.
So, what can customers expect when they visit The
Harbour Bar? Well, first, expect to be greeted by Colin
O’Toole, who, along with this cousin Peter O’Toole, you’ll
likely find behind the counter every day. ‘There’s only the two
of us and we’re here every day, sure what more do we need?’
he says.
Also expect a miasma of bric-a-brac curiosities that have
taken three generations to gather. Wherever your eyes may
fall in The Harbour Bar they will find something strange and
worthy of inspection, be it Lancelot’s head, which came from
John Boorman’s King Arthur, or the many nods to Alistair
Crowley and the illuminati – indeed the bar is also littered
with antiques. Perhaps, if you’re lucky Colin might even tell
you how these items found their way to Bray. Consider the
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mounted moose head beside the stage area – Hollywood
legend Peter O’Toole was once a regular customer and
he even claimed ancestry with Colin’s family, in the 1960s
he sent this rather odd gift via freight along with a bear
head. The bear head was to eventually find its way to a
pub in Paris – that however is a story for another day.
Colin calls The Harbour Bar a work in progress, and
so did previous generations of the O’Toole family. He
says that the bar’s collection really started in the 1960s
when his father, Des, ‘started putting odd things up’
after inheriting ownership from his father Senator James
O’Toole, who bought the premises in 1931. The bar itself
dates back to the mid-1800s.
‘The reality is that you would spend millions trying to
replicate this bar elsewhere and I don’t think you’d really
get the character right. Bars such as this evolve over
time, they need generations.’
However that’s not to say people haven’t tried,
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The reality is that you would spend millions trying to replicate this bar elsewhere
and I don’t think you’d really get the character right. Bars such as this evolve
over time, they need generations.

Colin reveals that pub designers are regular visitors
to the premises, ‘they come to take photos and to get
inspiration for Irish themed projects’.
Over the last century, Colin says that The Harbour Bar
has been home to a who’s who of both an international
and national assortment of writers, filmmakers, actors
and musicians. The likes of Brendan Behan, James
Joyce (who once lived across the road), Neil Jordan,
Lawrence Olivier, Katherine Hepburn, U2, Bono,
Sinead O’Connor, Def Leopard, Mary Coughlin, Shane
MacGowan, Brendan Gleeson, Ian Harte, Beverly
D’Angelo, Cillian Murphy, Jim Sheridan, Colin Farrell
and Irish artist Rasher are just just some of their past or
present clients. There is a guest book with many more
names available for perusal.
Open daily from 4pm, The Harbour Bar is well-known
locally for its commitment to live music at the weekends
and every Thursday night it hosts an Irish trad session.
‘We never know how many musicians will turn up, there
could be any number, at one stage I had 31 musicians
playing an impromptu session in the front bar and

another Irish rock band on stage in the lounge. This
is a very friendly pub, we want our customers to
enjoy themselves, relax, have a drink and forget their
worries.’
It’s a philosophy that works, Rural Pub Tours now
regularly stop off at The Harbour Bar on Thursday
nights to give tourists a taste of true pub culture.
At the same time Colin says The Harbour Bar isn’t
unwilling to innovate, he now hosts a regular line-up
of comedy nights, which he says has been a great
success, puts on burlesque shows with the Love Cats,
and has even hosted Rocky Horror nights and Death
Metal events.
‘People are looking for an experience from a night
out. They want friendly Irish banter in a real pub
environment, there aren’t that many pubs like this
left and that’s a real shame and a loss to the country.
Come to The Harbour Bar and you’ll find people from
all generations interacting and enjoying themselves
without any differences. That’s exactly how it’s
supposed to be. Come back in 20 years and you’ll see
it’s just the same.’
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